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Abstract� In the course of the Austrian Research Program on Digital Image Processing an on�

line engineering surveying system has been developed� This system basically consists of two motor

driven video�theodolites and a computer with a frame�grabber and a graphics screen� In this paper� the

measuring process both for system calibration and object surface reconstruction is described� It heavily

relies on digital image processing tools� especially on feature extraction and matching algorithms� In

this paper� the feature extraction algorithms used in the system are described� and an outlook on future

developments considering the topological relations between the extracted features is given�

� Introduction

For most applications in engineering surveying very high accuracy is demanded� Results should

be available on�line to react immediately� Due to high personal costs and humans as a main

error source the system has to run automatically even when measuring non signalized points�

In the course of the Austrian Research Program on Digital Image Processing an automatical

three�dimensional on�line measuring system for engineering surveying has been developed�

�This work was funded by the Austrian Science Foundation �FWF� under the Austrian Research Program

S�����MAT on Theory and Applications of Digital Image Processing and Pattern Recognition� Project IV�

Stereovideometry and Spatial Object Recognition	



� Description of the System Hardware

The hardware of this system mainly consists of two stepper motor driven theodolites with

CCD cameras integrated in their telescope optics� a computer with a frame�grabber and a

graphics screen ��g��� �	
� A second CCD camera was mounted on the commercially available

video�theodolites Leica TM ���� V to enlarge brightness and the �eld of view of the theodolite

telescopes and the spectral sensibility of the system �due to a beam�splitter working as an

infra�red �lter the original CCD camera can only be used for measuring active targets and

retro reectors� cf� �g� �� ��
� The computer is in control of the theodolite movements� and it is

also responsible for the acquisition of images as well as for the subsequent image processing and

co�ordinate transformation steps which �nally yield three�dimensional co�ordinates of object

surface points� The graphics screen is useful for displaying the images taken by the CCD

cameras and for visual operator control �	
�
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� System Calibration

Before an object can be surveyed� the system has to be calibrated� For that purpose� a menu�

driven software running on the control computer supports the operator in measuring several

points� Their co�ordinates need not be known� only one spatial distance between two points

is necessary to provide a scale factor� The operator �rst has to steer the theodolites so that

one such point is in the �elds of view of both theodolites� Then� images will be taken by both

cameras and will be displayed on the computer screen� In case the points are targeted� they can

be measured automatically by the �rst CCD camera� otherwise their position in the images of



the second CCD camera has to be determined with an interest operator or interactively with a

mouse on the screen� As soon as enough such points have been measured� the relative positions

of the theodolites can be computed� From that time the orientation of the CCD cameras

is known very accurately because the computer is in control of the theodolite movements� in

addition� the theodolites can be rotated freely to arbitrary positions� Thus� an almost unlimited

�eld of view is achieved ���
�

� The Measuring Process

In order to survey a certain object� the object surface is systematically scanned patch by patch

by the two theodolites starting from an interactively determined starting point� At each object

surface patch the system �rst has to take care that homologous patches are imaged by the two

cameras� After that� the signi�cant features of the object can either be measured interactively

in the images or automatically be determined by a feature detection algorithm� Finally� homo�

logous features visible in both images have to be identi�ed� their object co�ordinates can then

be determined by spatial intersection� Again� the classi�cation of two features from di�erent

images as being the images of the same object feature can be done interactively or automatically

by image matching techniques� All these steps o�er a high potential of automation by applying

various image processing techniques�

��� Finding Homologous Surface Patches

The �rst theodolite is moved so that it points to a certain part of the object and then is au�

tomatically focused ��
� The focus of the telescope gives an approximation for the distance

between the �rst theodolite and the object so that the co�ordinates of one object point can

be roughly determined� The second theodolite is now automatically pointed to the approxi�

mate position and its optical axis moves along the optical axis of the �rst theodolite until the

homologous image patch is found �	
�

��� Feature Extraction

A feature extraction algorithm is applied to the images taken from both theodolites� It is the

primary goal of feature extraction to obtain a symbolic description of the image containing only

the information relevant for further processing steps� From that symbolic description of the

images� a description of the object is to be derived� In conventional engineering surveying� sets

of points are widely used to describe an object surface� thus� a list of points would be a su�cient

symbolic representation of the image� However� digital image processing techniques o�er the



possibility to also extract signi�cant object lines which might be convenient for a description

of many classes of objects� Feature extraction is not only an essential part of theodolite�

based measuring systems� but it is also very important in the �eld of photogrammetric surface

reconstruction � e�g� ��
�

In photogrammetry� the F�orstner Operator is a well�known point extraction operator� e�g� ��
�

By calculating a measure for texture and a measure for isotropy in all small image patches

�e�g� � x � Pixels�� and comparison of each measure with a threshold� all centre pixels of

patches containing signi�cant isotropic texture are marked� Salient point features correspond

to patches with local maxima of the texture measure� After the local maxima have been found�

the subpixel co�ordinates of the point can be automatically estimated� The F�orstner Operator

delivers points at the intersection of grey level edges� edge endpoints and the centres of circular

features ��
� ��
� For the application in the measuring system� the F�orstner Operator had to be

slightly modi�ed because the frame�grabber does not yield quadratic pixels �Pixel dimensions

di�er by a factor of ��� which heavily a�icts the isotropy measure �	
�

As the isotropy measure is bounded by � and �� the choice of a threshold for that measure

is not critical� On the other hand� the results of point extraction heavily depend on the

choice of the threshold for the texture measure� If that treshold is chosen arbitrarily by the

human operator� several iteration steps turn out to be necessary to achieve satisfying results�

In addition� a di�erent threshold has to be determined for the individual images� Thus� the

automatic determination of that threshold is of considerable importance in photogrammetry

and even more so in on�line measuring systems� One possibility for a robust and adaptive

determination of the threshold is given by making it dependent on the median of the texture

measure ��
� If an estimation of the noise variance of the images is known� the thresholding

procedure can be replaced by a hypothesis test ��
� ��
�

Figure �� CCD Image Made from one of the Theodolites with Vectorized Edges and Points



Many classes of objects can better be described by lines than by points� In any case� information

is lost if the edge information available in the images is thrown away� If the average squared

gradient is used as a texture measure� the edge information is delivered by the same algorithm as

described for points� edges can be found at those relative maxima of the texture measure where

the isotropy measure is below the threshold used for point extraction ��
� If edge pixels have

been marked� neighbouring edge pixels have to be connected by an edge tracking algorithm�

Figure � shows an image taken by the second CCD camera of the theodolite� the black crosses

indicate points found by the F�orstner Operator� the white lines are vectorized edges found

basically by the same gradient based operator and connected using the edge tracking algorithm

described in ��
� The artifacts above and below the shelve are caused by some problems with

the frame�grabber�

It has been pointed out in ��
 that by using an image representation just reducing the image

contents to a list of points and�or a list of lines one throws away valuable information for the

automation of object surface reconstruction� At least the topology of the extracted features is

to be considered for the subsequent steps� It is the goal of our concept for feature extraction

to obtain a feature adjacency graph based on a specialization of the algorithm described in

��
� In a �rst step� we want to extract only the points and describe the topological relations of

these points by a Delaunay�Triangulation� After that� lines are extracted� Lines are considered

to impose constraints on the triangulation� the original triangulation is modi�ed so that two

points connected by a grey�level edge are to be connected by an edge in the triangulation� the

geometrical parameters of the line are supposed to be attributes of the edge �cf� �g� �� the

�gure is supposed to represent two of the books on the shelve in �g� ��� For that purpose� the

edge�tracking algorithm is to be modi�ed in order to realize when a line is to be connected to

a point� In such case� the respective point is to be labelled an endpoint or crossing point of the

line� and the line is to be inserted as a constraint to the triangulation ��
�

Figure �� Triangulated Points� Line Information Omitted �Left� and Triangulation Considering

Line Information as Constraints �Right�� Full Lines� Constrained Edges in Triangulation



��� Matching of Homologous Image Features

For the measuring process homologous points have to be identi�ed in both images� The know�

ledge of the camera orientation during every measurement and the highly accurate direction

angles to every extracted point in the image of the �rst video�theodolite enable the calculation

of the epipolar line in the second image� Homologous points are now found by maximizing

the correlation coe�cient along the epipolar line� Scale and orientation di�erences between

the object and the two cameras can be considered in a recti�cation step before the matching

process starts �	
�

� Current State of the System and Outlook

A functioning prototype of the theodolite measuring system has already been developed� Up

to now� only point determination is implemented in the measuring process� edge extraction

and edge following have been implemented in a stand�alone version which was used for testing

purposes and gave encouraging results� however� edge extraction has not yet been integrated

into the measuring system although this is to be done in the future� The derivation of fea�

ture adjacency graphs based on the specialization of the constrained triangulation ��
 which is

described in this paper is about to be implemented�
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